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with a nonnegative integer m and a quasi-Banach space X. In particular,
we consider cases in which X is Herz space, _K®;pq , or Morrey space, Mpq . We
refer to Section 2, for the de¯nitions of these spaces.
This estimate, with m = 1 and X = Lp; (1 < p <1), was used in [14] to
prove that the weak solution u = (u1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; un) of the Navier-Stokes equation,
with divergence-free initial data belonging to L2, on (0; T ) satisfying
rot u := (@juk ¡ @kuj)1·j;k·n 2 L1((0; T );BMO(Rn))n£n
or
Def u := (@juk + @kuj)1·j;k·n 2 L1((0; T );BMO(Rn))n£n




kru(¿)k2L2d¿ = ku(s)k2L2 for all 0 · s · t < T:
By using (1) with m = 1 and X = Lp and the energy equality, Kozono and
Taniuchi obtained results on the continuation of the strong solution and the
regularity criterion on the weak solution in the term of rot u and Def u.
Their proof of (1) with m = 1 and X = Lp is based on the boundedness of
the bilinear Fourier multipliers due to Coifman-Meyer [6]. There are other
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bilinear estimates for fg in several function spaces by using the paraproduct
initiated by Bony, [5], [12], [13], etc...
Our purpose is to extend Kozono-Taniuchi's bilinear estimate, i.e. (1)
from m = 1 and X = Lp (1 < p <1) to various function spaces with general
order m, by following the ideas of Miyachi, i.e. by using the sharp maximal
function which was studied by DeVore-Sharpley in [7]. We introduce the
notations before we de¯ne the sharp maximal function. By a \ cube " Q, we
mean a cube in Rn with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. Its side length
and center will be denoted by l(Q) and c(Q), respectively. Also, for a > 0,
aQ means the cube with the same center as Q whose side length is a times










fdx, where jEj is
the Lebesgue measure of E. For 0 < p <1, we write p+ = max(p; 1). Let [s]
denote the integer part of real number of s. The sharp maximal function f
](r)
l;¿
is de¯ned as follows; for 0 < r <1; l 2 N¡1 := N [ f0g [ f¡1g; 0 · ¿ <1
and an open set ­ ½ Rn,
f
](r);­










where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q containing x and included in
­, and Pl is the space of all polynomials of degree at most l for l 2 N0 :=
N [ f0g and P¡1 = f0g. Also, we write f ](r)l;¿ = f ](r);R
n
l;¿ . This type maximal
function was ¯rstly introduced in [4]. See also [2], [16], [20] and [29], for
several variants of the sharp maximal function. It is clear that for r · 1 and
l 2 N¡1, f ](r)l;0 · f ](1)l;0 · f ](1)0;0 =: f ] where f ] is the Fe®erman-Stein sharp
maximal function, [8]. Note that kfkBMO := kf ]kL1 and BMO strictly
includes L1. Our main tools are the sharp maximal inequality with f ](r)l;¿
and the pointwise estimate of the sharp maximal function of frmg. The
sharp maximal inequality is an inequality of the form;
kfkX · ckf ]kX : (2)
See [8], [22], for this inequality in the case X = Lp. We extend (2) in Section
3. The sharp maximal function f ] is useful for pointwise estimates of several
operators, for example, Calder¶on-Zygmund operators, pseudodi®erential op-
erators and commutators. In particular, for a Calder¶on-Zygmund operator
T the pointwise estimate
(Tf)](x) · cMrf(x)
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holds, where Mrf = M(jf jr)1=r and M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal
operator, and the sharp maximal inequality (2) with X = Lp lead us directly
to the Lp-boundedness of T without the weak type estimate and interpolation
theory. See [1], [15] and [23], for applications of the sharp maximal function
to the theory of partial di®erential equations.
We explain the structure of this report. In Section 2, we de¯ne the two
function spaces and their Hardy type variants. These four spaces are used as
X in (1) in Section 4. In Section 3, we recall some properties of the general
sharp maximal function f
](r)
l;¿ and state the sharp maximal inequality with
f
](r)
l;¿ which is stronger than (2), and pointwise estimate of the sharp maximal
function of frmg. In Section 4, we apply the results in Section 3 to bilinear
estimates for frmg by following Miyachi's idea. The main result in Section
4 are more general than what we discussed in the actual seminar delivered
in the conference, because we can take the exponent q · 1 which appears in
_K®;pq andMpq . It seems that the parameter q in _K®;pq andMpq describes local
regularity.
2 Function spaces
In this section, we introduce the function spaces which extend Lp. Moreover,
we de¯ne the Hardy spaces for these spaces which are used as substitutes for
these spaces in the case q · 1 in our bilinear estimates. We begin to recall
the de¯nition of Herz space and Morrey space.
De¯nition 2.1. Let 0 < p; q · 1 and ® 2 R. One de¯nes the (homoge-
neous) Herz space _K®;pq as






where Ak := (¡2k; 2k)nn(¡2k¡1; 2k¡2)n.
De¯nition 2.2. Let 0 < q · p <1. One de¯nes the Morrey space Mpq(Rn)
as









where the supremum is taken over all cubes.
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Note that, for the nonhomogeneous Herz space, we have
K®;pp = L
p(hxi®pdx)
where hxi = (1 + jxj2)1=2.
Morrey spaces have the following inclusion property;
Mpp = Lp ½ Lp;1 ½Mpq1 ½Mpq2 for 0 < q2 · q1 < p <1:
Here, Lp;1 is the Lorentz space which is de¯ned as the set of all measurable
functions f such that
kfkLp;1 := sup
¸>0
¸jfx 2 Rn; jf(x)j > ¸gj1=p <1:
For the sake of convenience for readers, we supply the proof of Lp;1 ½Mpq1 ;
































Many authors studied the mapping properties of several operators on Herz
spaces and Morrey spaces, see [3], [17], etc... For example, the boundedness
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of the powered Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator; for 0 < r <1 and open
subset ­ ½ Rn







; for 0 < r <1
is well-known. Note that Mr =M
Rn
r and M =M
Rn
1 .
We invoke the following results on boundedness of the maximal operator
M .
Proposition 2.1 ([17]). M is a bounded operator on _K®;pq if 0 < p · 1; 1 <
q · 1 and ¡n=q < ® < n(1¡ 1=q).
Proposition 2.2 ([3]). M is a bounded operator on Mpq if 1 < q · p <1.
To pass from these function spaces to the Hardy-type variants, we ¯x a
test function Á 2 C10 which is supported in the unit ball B(0; 1) and whose





where Át(x) = t
¡nÁ(x=t).
De¯nition 2.3 ([17], [18], [19]). Let p and q be the same as in De¯nition
2.2 and ¡n=q < ® <1. One de¯nes the Herz-type Hardy space H _K®;pq as
H _K®;pq (Rn) := ff 2 D 0; kfkH _K®;pq := kÁ+(f)k _K®;pq g:
De¯nition 2.4 ([10], [25]). Let p and q be the same as in De¯nition 2.3.
One de¯nes the Hardy-Morrey space HMpq as
HMpq(Rn) := ff 2 D 0; kfkHMpq := kÁ+(f)kMpqg:
A helpful remark on the properties of the function spaces may be in order.
Remark 2.1. 1. H _K®;pq and HMpq are independent of the choice of Á 2
C10 (B(0; 1)) with
Z
Á dx 6= 0.
2. If 0 < p · 1; 1 < q · 1;¡n=q < ® < n(1 ¡ 1=q), then H _K®;pq =
_K®;pq . Similarly, if 1 < q · p < 1, then HMpq = Mpq. These facts are
consequences of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2.
3. If 0 < p < 1, then H _K0;pp = Hp = HMpp, where Hp is the usual Hardy
space, [8]. In paticular, if 1 < p, then H _K0;pp = L
p = HMpp
See [10], [18], [19], [21], [31], etc... for these Hardy-type spaces.
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3 Properties of the sharp maximal function
and main tools
Fe®ereman-Stein's inequality (2) asserts that the magnitude of f ] can con-
trol that of f . The general sharp maximal function f
](r)
l;¿ informs us of the
smoothness of function f and can dominate the magnitude of the derivative
of f . The following properties are known. In paticular, (iii) was shown by
Miyachi in the case m = 1 and plays an important role in Section 4.
Proposition 3.1. (i), [[7, Theorem 5.6]]; For 1 < p · 1; m 2 N and
f 2 Wm;p,
c¡1jrmf j · f ](1)m¡1;m · cM(jrmf j); a:e: x:
(ii), [[7, Theorem 2.5]]; If f be a locally integrable function and 0 < ¿ · 1,
then
jf(x)¡ f(y)j · cjx¡ yj¿ (f ](1)0;¿ (x) + f ](1)0;¿ (y)); a:e: x; y:
(iii); Let f be a locally integrable function and m 2 N. If @®f 2 L1loc for all
j®j = m, then






For the sake of convenience for reader, we give the proof of (ii) above.
Let x and y be Lebesgue points of f and h := y¡x. Let R the smallest cube
containing x and y = x+ h. It is well known that
lim
Q!fx+jhg
fQ = f(x+ jh); j = 0; 1:
For a cube Qj ½ R containing x + jh, we take a family of cubes fQjkgm+1k=1
such that
Qj = Qj1 ½ Qj2 ½ ¢ ¢ ¢ ½ Qjm+1 = R;
jQjk+1j = 2njQjkj; (k = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m ¡ 1) and jQjm+1j = jRj · 2njQjmj. Then, we
have
jfQj ¡ fRj ·
mX
k=1




















· cjRj¿=nf ](1)0;¿ (x+ jh)
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from which one obtains
jf(x+ jh)¡ fRj · lim
Qj!fx+jhg
jfQj ¡ fRj · cjRj¿=nf ](1)0;¿ (x+ jh):
Therefore, we have the desired inequality
jf(x)¡ f(x+ h)j · jf(x)¡ fRj+ jf(x+ h)¡ fRj
· cjRj¿=n(f ](1)0;¿ (x) + f ](1)0;¿ (x+ h)):
Remark 3.1. 1. (i) and the boundedness of M on Lp imply that krmfkLp ¼
kf ](1)m¡1;mkLp.
2. Thanks to (ii), it is not hard to see that f 2 Lip¿ is equivalent to f ](1)0;¿ 2
L1.
The function spaces which are de¯ned by f
](r)
l;¿ have the some embedding
relation to the homogeneous Besov spaces _Bsp;q. Also, in [27] and [30], it was
proved that the function spaces, which are de¯ned by the more general func-
tion than f
](r)
l;¿ , are equivalent to the homogeneous Triebel-Lizorkin spaces
_F sp;q.
Proposition 3.2 ([7, Theorem 7.1]). Let 1 · p · 1 and s > 0. Then we
have the embedding inequalities;
c¡1kfk _Bsp;1 · kf
](1)
[s];skLp · ckfk _Bsp;p :
Next, we state the sharp maximal inequality with f
](r)
l;¿ which is the one
of main tools. We omit the proofs of theorems whose key is the good-¸
inequality.
Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < p · 1; 0 < q; r; s < 1; ¡n=q < ® < 1 and





! 0 as j !1,
kfk _K®;pq · ckf
](r)
l;0 k _K®;pq :
Theorem 3.2. Let 0 < q · p < 1; 0 < r; s < 1 and l 2 N0. Then, there







as j !1, for some cube Q,
kfkMpq · ckf ](r)l;0 kMpq :
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Theorems above are immediate consequences of the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (Miyachi, [24], [32]). Let 0 < r < 1 and l 2 N0: Then, there







and 0 < ± · 1
jfx 2 Q;fMQr f(x) > B¸; ef ](r);Ql;0 · ±¸gj · c³ ±B´rjfx 2 Q;fMQr f(x) > ¸gj;
where fMQr f and ef ](r);Ql;0 mean the dyadic maximal function and the dyadic
sharp maximal function of f , respectively.
Lemma 3.2 ([32]). Let 0 < p · 1; 0 < q; r < 1; ¡n=q < ® < 1 and





! 0 as j !1,
kfk _K®0;pr · ckf
](r)
l;0 k _K®;pq ;
where ®0 = ®+ n(1=q ¡ 1=r).
Lemma 3.3 ([26], [32]). Let 0 < q · p < 1; 0 < r · p and l 2 N0. Then,







as j !1, for some cube Q,
kfkMpr · ckf ](r)l;0 kMpq :
For example, because, by using Lemma 3.1, we can prove
kfk _K®;pq · c
³
kf ](r)l;0 k _K®;pq + kfk _K®+n(1=q¡1=r);pr
´
;
Theorem 3.1 follows from this inequality and Lemma 3.2. See [32], for the
detail.
Remark 3.2. 1. Theorem 3.1 still holds for the non-homogeneous Herz
spaces K®;pq .
2. In [11], Komori showed the inequality (ii) in the context of the nonho-
mogeneous Herz space with ® = ¡n=q in the following sense; for 1 < q <1
and f 2 Lqloc,
kfkCMOq · ckf ](1)0;0 kK¡n=q;1q ;
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where CMOq is the space of all functions of central mean oscillation and









3. Since we can take r · 1 in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, these theorems are
stronger than classical Fe®erman-Stein's inequality (2).
4. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in the case _K0;pp = Mpp = Lp were proved by
Miyachi in his unpublished paper. Also, in the case 1 < q · p < 1; r = 1
and l = 0, that inequality in Theorem 3.2 was shown by Sawano-Tanaka [26]
in the context of non-doubling measures.
5. The decay condition in Theorem 3.2 was ¯rstly introduced by Fujii in [9].
To formulate our new sharp maximal operator control, we de¯ne the
grand maximal function f ¤k .
De¯nition 3.1. Let k 2 N0. For x 2 Rn and 0 < t < 1, we de¯ne
Tk(x; t) as the set of all functions Á 2 C10 so that supp Á ½ B(x; t) and
k@®ÁkL1 · t¡n¡j®j for j®j · k. For f 2 D 0, we set
f ¤k (x) = supfjhf; Áij;Á 2 [0<t<1Tk(x; t)g:
Using above notation, we can prove pointwise estimates of the sharp
maximal function of frmg. See [24] or [32], for the proof of the proposition
below.
Proposition 3.3. Let 0 < r < s < 1; 1=r = 1=u + 1=v; m 2 N and ¯
a multi-index with j¯j = m. Then, there exists a constant c such that the
following (i) and (ii) hold.
(i): If f 2 Luloc and g 2 Lvloc, then
(fg)
](r)
























Remark 3.3. In the case j¯j = 1, Miyachi proved the following pointwise
estimate in his unpublished paper;
(f@¯g)
](r)










This is slightly weaker than (ii), because we have g¤k · cMg.
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4 Application to bilinear estimates
We shall prove our bilinear estimates below by using Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
and Proposition 3.3.
Theorem 4.1. (I): Let 0 < p · 1; 0 < q <1 and ¡n=q < ® <1.
(i): There exists a constant c such that for any f; g 2 _K®;pq \BMO,
kfgk _K®;pq · c
³
kfk _K®;pq kgkBMO + kfkBMOkgk _K®;pq
´
:
(ii): Let m 2 N. There exists a constant c such that for any f 2 _K®;pq with
rmf 2 BMO and g 2 H _K®;pq with rmg 2 BMO,
kfrmgk _K®;pq · c
³
kfk _K®;pq krmgkBMO + krmfkBMOkgkH _K®;pq
´
:
(II): Let 0 < q · p <1.






(ii): Let m 2 N. There exists a constant c such that for any f 2 Mpq with






Finally we make a remark on our main results.
Remark 4.1. 1. It is easy to see that the inequality
kfrmgk _K®;pq · c
³
kfkBMOkrmgk _K®;pq + krmfkH _K®;pq kgkBMO
´
:
dose not generally hold for f 2 BMO with rmf 2 _K®;pq and g 2 BMO with
rmg 2 H _K®;pq . As the example f ´ 1 shows that the inequality above fails.
2. The following local substitute can be shown; for 0 < q; r < 1, each






with a constant c not depending on f; g and Q. Needless to say, this substitute
inequality is signi¯cant only when 0 < r · q <1.
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Proof. Because the proof of (II) is similar to that of (I), we omit the proof
of (II).





· 2¡2j(®+n=q)kfk _K®;pq kgk _K®;pq ! 0; as j !1;
we can use Theorem 3.1 and hence, combining Proposition 2.1 with (i) of
Proposition 3.3, we have the required inequality.
(I-ii): Since rmg 2 BMO, as we can ¯nd in [[28] pp.141];Z
¡
B(0;2k)





jrmgjdy = O(j) as j ! 1, from which it follows that for any


























jrmgjdx! 0; as j !1:
Here we have used the condition ¡n=q < ®. Hence, with the decay condition
established, we are in the position of applying our sharp maximal inequality
for frmg to obtain;
kfrmgk _K®;pq · ck(frmg)
](r)
m;0k _K®;pq
with su±ciently small r. Combining the above inequality with (iii) of Propo-
sition 3.1 and (ii) of Proposition 3.3 lead us to the following estimate; for
su±ciently large k,
kfrmgk _K®;pq · c
³
kfk _K®;pq krmgkBMO + krmfkBMOkg¤kk _K®;pq
´
:




Remark 4.2. Thanks to Miyachi's idea, we can establish the same bilinear
estiomates as Theorem 4.1 for function spaces X with a quasi-norm k ¢ kX
satisfying
(A1): the sharp maximal inequality holds
(A2): the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator Mr is bounded for some
r 2 (0;1)
(A3): quasi-norm k ¢ kX ful¯lls that if jf j · jgj a:e: then kfkX · kgkX :
For example, some Orlicz spaces satisfy these properties.
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